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Abstract : India provides large number of skeletal data from the pre- and protohistoric levels covering a
time span of almost 10,000 years. Major skeletal collection comes from the cultural phases ranging from the
Mesolithic, Harappan, Neolithic, Chalcolithic and Iron Age levels. After the Early Historic phase cremation
became the most common method for disposing the dead. Though the relevant documentation is far less than
complete, recovery of human burials has been reported from more than 300 sites (Mushrif-Tripathy et al. 2016)
and a conservative estimate would lead to imagine approximately 2000 human skeletons. The human skeletal
analysis started around 1950s and initial focus of the study was to understand the racial classification of the skulls
and to prove the Indo-Aryan invasion theory. Later from 1980s multidisplinary approach including socio-cultural
anthropology, growth and nutrition and medical anthropology were considered. The recent development includes
the use of new scientific methods like isotope, aDNA, DXA scans, and Scanning Electron Microscope studies etc.
are consider to understand ancient inhabitants of Indian Sub-continent.
Keywords : South Asia, India, Human Skeletons, Archaeology, Aryan issue

INTRODUCTION
India is a part of Asia continent and has located in the
strategic position in route from East to West. The arrival of
th
European colonial powers in late 18 century gave rise to
Indian cultural studies. Their curiosity to know about the
land and its inhabitants provided the impetus to understand
various features of India. This resulted into establishment
of Geological, Botanical and Trigonometric surveys. Further these developments led the foundation of the Asiatic
Society in Kolkata by William Jones in 1788, which contributed to the foundation of Archaeological Survey of InThe author(s) agree to abide by the good publication practice guideline for
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dia in 1861. If we examine the various developmental stages of the subject, we notice that India was at the receiving
end of theories that were developed mainly in Europe and
were verified, testified and implemented on the subcontinent. Documenting developmental stages of archaeological
anthropology is an enormous task therefore the framework
of this paper is based on a number of earlier review papers
[1-8].

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The oldest evidence of human skeletal remains is from
the site of Hathnora dated back to 0.15 MYA-40,000YBP
probably belonging to Homo erectus. There are one partial
crania and 14 post-cranial bones from the site [9-11]. Table
number 1 describes the general chronology of the cultural
sequence where human remains are found in archaeological
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Table 1. Time brackets of different cultures with human skeletal findings from India
Culture
Middle Palaeolithic Homo erectus?
Mesolithic (hunting gathering populations)
Harappan Culture (Urban dwellers and long distance trade)
Neolithic-Chalcolithic (Early agro-pastoral communities)
Later Mesolithic (hunter-gathers and co-existence with chalcolithic culture)
Megalithic (mainly pastoral communities with co-existence with chalcolithic
culture)
Early Historic, Medieval and Pre Modern (from diverse subsistence pattern)

Main Regions

Time brackets

Narmada, Madhya Pradesh
Gangetic duob
North west part of India, Gujarat
Maharashtra, Karnataka, Kashmir
Gujarat
Vidharbha, Southern states

0.15 MYA-40,000YBP
8000 B.C.
3500-1500 BC
2000-700 BC
2000 BC
nd
1000 BC-2 c AD

At various places

2 c AD-17 c AD

nd

th

Fig. 1. Map of India: Approximate locations of the sites belonging to different cultures.

excavations and the Figure 1 shows the approximate locations of sites and the distribution. Though there are around
300 sites which provide human remains, not more than 50,
has studied using modern technologies [12].
As the archaeological anthropological literature started in 1800s, there are large numbers of papers published

at various journals. The more ‘scientific’ analysis began
around 1950s and monographs were published based on
those studies. For this review article, data represented here
is based on the reports published at different places. Along
with that, other literature related to specific topic or site is
referred. The citations are given at appropriate places.
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RESULTS
The discussion is divided into main stages on the subject
development. Author is very much concerned and aware
of the using particular terminologies like ‘race’ or ‘types to
races’. The terms are being used for the readers understanding and not validation. In early 1940s, around II World War,
anthropology discipline was justifying the ‘racial’ studies
in every part of the world, the same approach was forced
on the skeletal collections from India. This stage cannot be
ignored and is important to know to understand the present
status. This background will also vital to develop strategies
for future.
In search of ‘racial’ identities

Before the independence of India in 1947 and the creation of the Anthropological Survey of India in 1946 there
were many discoveries of human remains from different
parts and belonging to various past cultural entities. These
discoveries were made and studied by a range of British
officials, geologists and enthusiastic amateur explorers/
excavators such as Tucker (1846), Taylor (1853), Blanford
(1864), Boswell (1872), Aderson (1883) [1,3]. The main
focus of these studies was to establish the ethnic identity
of the remains, their relationships with contemporary populations and their racial categorization. The cranium was
the focal point of discussion and post-cranial bones were
collected but only used for age, sex and the stature estimations.
This approach lasted until the late 1970s despite the
impact on archaeology of events such as the discovery of
the Bronze Age city of Harappa in the 1920s. This was not
only a very important discovery in Indian archaeology but
also a major event from the perspective of the development
of physical anthropology as a discipline in India. Numerous discoveries followed which provided physical anthropologists with many skeletal assemblages for population
comparisons. This offered an ideal environment to evaluate
theories of migration, diffusions and invasions [13,14]. A
‘foreign’ population was held responsible or given credit
for any new trend or material artefact (mainly during the
Protohistoric period), rather than ascribing the development to local evolution. At times foreign invaders were
held responsible for the extinction of a culture and for that
reason it was necessity to ‘classify’ the population ‘racially’
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[6]. British and Indian anthropologists followed the guidelines of the Biometrika School. Prior to World War II, the
majority of Indian biological anthropologists who studied
abroad received training in Germany. The anthropometric
basis for population divisions was not only seen in the
colonial mind-set but it was also prominently reflected in
the Census of India report in 1931, which was responsible
for establishing the model of how the native populations of
British India were classified [15,16]. Thus anthropometry
became a very important part of anthropological research
in India; cranial shape differences (in form of dolichocrania
or mesocrania) were understood in terms of ‘mixing of
blood’ as well as establishing biological affinities between
ancient and living populations on the basis of comparative
measurements and morphology.
Foundation being led

This scenario started to change in the 1970s, when processes like adaptation were considered as one of the major
factors for population differences. At the same time, concepts like migration, diffusion and ‘mixing of the blood’
came under criticism. The skeletal data were no longer
regarded as isolated evidence but they were seen in the
context of culture. A strong trend persisted though in the
use of anthropometric interpretations of population affinities. Many skeletal assemblages were studied at two prime
places during this period; one the Anthropological Survey
of India and other Deccan College Post-Graduate and Research Institute, Pune.
This was the time when the collaborations with foreign
anthropologis helped in creating a niche for human skeletal studies in Indian archaeology. Under the guidance of
Prof. Iravati Karve, an anthropologist at Deccan College,
studies of human remains started around 1945. She strove
to understand biological variation in extant populations. At
the same time the archaeology department excavated a few
sites (e.g. Chandoli, Nevasa, Langhnaj, Mahujhari, Baghor) which yielded skeletal remains. The team work along
with K.A.R. Kennedy of Cornell University, USA, Deccan
College and S. Ehrhardt, a German anthropologist skeletal
assemblages were studied [17]. Kennedy encouraged his
students to study skeletal remains while at the same time
he also trained his Indian colleagues in different methodologies. Dr. Karve encouraged one of her students, Dr. K. C.
Malhotra, to conduct human skeletal studies and this result-
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ed in number of publications on human skeletal remains
from Nevasa, Chandoli, T. Narsipur, Piklihal [18-21].
Breakthrough of 1980s

During the early 1980s, skeletal studies gained a new importance within the field of Indian archaeology. Concepts
like adaptation, growth and nutrition and their effects on
the skeleton were better understood and these criteria were
used for understanding ancient populations. Models from
social anthropology and ethnographic studies on health
helped to understand the changes in human body due to
diet, diseases, infant mortality, life expectancy, etc. were
incorporated. This ‘bio-cultural’ approach become vital in
skeletal analysis.
Earlier studies were focused only on the human skeletal
remains of adults resulting in small samples for understanding the nature of populations. During the 1980s, subadult individuals were incorporated in the analysis as well
as fragmented bones were also considered. This resulted
in a drastic increase in numbers of individuals available
to represent the extant population. The questions of infant
mortality rates, age of weaning, the role of infections and
malnutrition were prioritized. At the same time, the publication of the edited book ‘Palaeopathology at the Origins
of Agriculture’ [22] had a major impact on skeletal biologists all over the world.
Deccan College played a prominent role in the development of the subject [23]. This is only university in India
where the post of Lecturer was created in the field of skeletal anthropology at an archaeology department. A lab was
established for the same purpose in 1980. During this time,
the research goals of the Anthropological Survey of India
shifted from skeletal analysis to projects like ‘People of
India’ which has the biggest human skeletal repository of
ancient and modern populations from different regions. As
a result of these developments, anthropological research
for the last three decades was primarily remained confined
to the Deccan College where ancient skeletal assemblages
are kept and studied. In India, the subject was developed
by Prof. S. R. Walimbe (Head of the Anthropology Department (Retd.), Savitribai Phule Pune University). He was
associated with Deccan College around three decades and
founded anthropology laboratory. He has studied more than
40 skeletal assemblages from different sites [24-27] and
also with other collaborators [28-31]. This remains the only

working laboratory in India dedicated to work on skeletal
anthropology. The present author has worked on many
skeletal remains from India and is trying to implement new
technologies to improve the subject at the same department
independently or with other colleague [32-43]. Allahabad
University also invited foreign collaborations [6] and understood the importance of human skeletal remains.
The collaborations directly or indirectly helped the grow
th of the subject in India. As mentioned earlier, K. A. R.
Kennedy was among the first external scholars to engage
with the sub-continent, followed by his student J. Lukacs
(University of Oregon, Oregon). They established new palaeodemographic trends in skeletal and dental research. Dr.
Diana Hawkey, another of the Kennedy students, worked
extensively on the dentition of Indian samples [44]. Lukacs’s students B. Hemphill (California State University, Bakersfield) and G. Robbin-Schug (Appalachian University,
Appalachian) also worked on Indian material.
Steps towards future

Continuous development in sciences has its impact on
the osteoarchaeology as well. It is very much seen during
st
21 century. A few unsuccessful attempts were made for
extracting Ancient DNA, as outlined in a paper published
in the American Journal of Physical Anthropology [45]. In
the paper authors concluded that ‘there is insufficient DNA
surviving in Indian specimens for analysis from tropical
environments’ and they also suggested that samples should
be collected from sites in non-tropical environments and/
or from cave sites [45]. This situation has slightly changed
during in recent years with collaboration between Deccan
College and Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology,
Hyderabad (CCMB). The ancient DNA laboratory facility
has been created in the CCMB which have given opportunities to experiment with ancient DNA analysis. The first
extraction of aDNA published in 2014 from human bone
remains excavated from St. Augustine convent, Goa, dated
to from medieval period [46] and another Medieval site
Sanjan from Gujarat [47] has given some hope to try more
samples. In both cases the sites are not very old in chronology. Studies undertaken at CCMB on the Roopkund human
remains, a glacial lake in Uttarakand, is also successful in
isolating ancient DNA [48]. The paper based on Roopkund
will be published soon.
The fruitful attempt was made on dental samples from
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Harappan site of Farmana [49] for isotope analysis. In this
paper authors tried stable isotopes, strontium and lead. The
results were interesting showing early age migrations to
Farmana. Currently Indian samples are being tested through
isotope analysis to understand the ancient migrations.
Recent approaches have become more scientific in nature
but at the same time the disciplines seek many explanations from sociological and cultural angles. This change in
research strategies is reflected in two major ways. One is
understanding the role of ‘continuous’ metric and ‘discrete’
non-metric (morphological) traits, their relevance in population movements and assessment of micro-evolutionary
changes, particularly those seen in at the transition to agriculture; and secondly, in the field of palaeopathology where
cultural aspects have become more important and instead
of ‘what is it?’, the quest now is for ‘why and how is it
there?’.
Palaeopathology has become a significant aspect in human skeletal studies as it reflects physiological stress and
health during adaptation to different subsistence strategies,
economies and environments. The presence of maxillary
sinusitis, vertebral arthritis, clavicular bone changes, squatting facets on the tibia, dental abrasions and wear patterns
are some of the common indicators of habitual activities.
India still has some pockets where people are living using
primitive technologies. These ethnographic parallels also
hint at the health hazards of the bygone population. Unhygienic conditions, repetitive pregnancies and low nutritious
diets in present societies gives an indication of past vulnerabilities in terms of malnutrition, high infection rates, and
increases in child mortality rates.
Presence of maxillary sinusitis in archaeological populations from protohistoric (1500 B.C.) and medieval (around
th
17 century) India is very interesting and it is very good
example to understand it from socio-economic perspective.
Considering the ethnographic aspects, the study reveals that
inflammation possibly caused by inhaling polluted air for a
long duration or because of dental disease. Also, apart from
pollution in domestic zones, external pollution because of
vocation is also discussed in this study using relevant ethnographic parallels [50].
The interpretative approach in palaeopathology is used
while understanding the biological process at the end of
the Indus civilization. It is noticed that the prevalence of
infection and infectious disease increased through time.
Corresponding mortuary differences suggest that socially
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and economically marginalized communities were most
vulnerable in the context of climate uncertainty at Harappa.
Observations of the intersection between climate change
and social processes in proto-historic cities offered valuable lessons about vulnerability, insecurity, and the longterm consequences of short-term strategies for coping with
climate change [41].
Other inferences were drawn from the trauma analysis
seen on the Harappan skeletal remains. While describing
the Harappan population in ‘A peaceful realm? Trauma
and social differentiation at Harappa’ [40], mentions that
the prevalence and patterning of cranial injuries, combined
with striking differences in mortuary treatment and demography among the three burial areas indicate interpersonal
violence in Harappan society was structured along lines of
gender and community membership. The results contradict
the dehumanizing, unrealistic myth of the Indus Civilization as an exceptionally peaceful prehistoric urban civilization. The interpretations seem to be amplified to some
extent, as these observations are based on not very large
sample. If we assume that Harappans lived in large cities
for more than 2000 years at that particular area, the skeletal
remains are not more than 250 individuals. Out of that only
comparatively few have indication of trauma related to violence. So it is quite difficult to have projections regarding
the societal unrest during that time. The use of structural
violence seems to be over rated during the interpretation.
There are also attempts to incorporate the details from
ancient Indian texts to understand bygone societies. These
texts contain information about mortuary practices, general
life of the people and also pathology. Texts like Atharvaveda (around 1200 B.C.) discuss various health problems and
associated remedies, from medico-magical perspectives.
th
Sushruta samhita (5 century A.D.) deals with surgeries
and Ayurveda is very popular even today for its healing capacity.

DISCUSSION
 the of search of ‘Aryans’ and Indian
In
anthropology

While debunking the ‘Aryan invasion theory’, Walimbe
[6] discussed how the concept of an Indo-Aryan group of
people and their ‘invasion’ has played a prominent role in
explaining the cultural history of the Indian sub-continent.
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Fig. 2. Disoriented skeletal remains from Mohenjodaro (from published data).
th

This concept can be traced back as early as the 19 century,
when Max Mueller [51], thrilled by the complexity of Indian culture, used the word “Aryan Race” and thus emerged
an imaginary creature “Aryan Man”. Borrowing from earlier ideas about Aryans in Europe, he propounded the theory
that the group invaded the Indian subcontinent around 1500
BCE, later settled in India and that they were the people
who destroyed the big cities at Harappa and Mohenjo-daro.
The discovery of Harappa and Mohenjo-daro in 1920s
was a very crucial moment from an anthropological point
of view. These are huge cities located on the north-west of
India that provide early evidence of urbanization. Other
than these sites, Chanu daro, Kalibangan and Lothal show
uniformity in their architectural and pottery assemblages.
Together have been named as Harappan civilization or
Indus civilization which flourished around 4000 BCE to
1500 BCE. Around 1500 BCE there is archaeological evidence indicating the sudden decline of this civilization.
This was a big question to address. At Mohenjo-daro the
excavators encountered disarticulated skeletons on roads
and in other parts of the city rather than in cemeteries (Fig.
2). Many skeletons were either disarticulated or incomplete. Marshall [52] attributed plague, famine and ‘sudden’ events as causes of death. Mackey [53] suggested
that these individuals had been slain by raiders while attempting to escape from the city during a military attack.
Several disassociated causes, including the enigmatic ab-

sence of a formal mortuary area at the site, were taken as
supporting evidence for this “massacre” and this idea was
immediately seized upon as awful proof of the invasion of
the sub-continent by the ‘Aryans’. Wheeler [54], while accusing the Aryans of destroying the cities of the Harappan
civilization and for the “massacre” at Mohenjo-daro, cited
the Vedic texts describing that the ‘Aryans’ were brave,
efficient and dreadful warriors who knew the bow-and-arrow; that horses were used to pull their chariots; and that
they were protected by armour and shields [7].
As a result, skeletal analysis of these remains focused on
answering questions related to identity including: who were
these people and where did they come from? Craniometric
data were used to classify and justify the ‘foreign element’
within the population. The first concise and well-documented report on the skeletal material from Harappa and
Mohejo-daro was by Sewell and Guha [55]. Guha [56,57])
recognized four racial groups while describing the Mohejo-daro population, which he labelled as Mediterranean,
Proto-Australoid, Alpine and Mongoloid. This classification became the basis for future studies involving the analysis of skeletal assemblages from different sites. In 1962,
Gupta, Dutta and Basu [58] restudied the skeletal findings
from Cemetery R-37, Area-G, Area-AB and Cemetery-H
at Harappa and classified them into similar categories.
According to this latter study, the presence of long-headed
(dolichocranial) people was noted in all areas whereas the
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round-headed or brachycranial population was only seen in
Area-G, concluding that this was a new type.
There have been more recent attempts to understand differences seen in the Harappan population. Many physical
anthropologists have studied Harappan crania [59-61] came
to the conclusion that there is not much evidence to prove
the presence of a foreign element in Harappa. Kennedy [61]
mentioned that “our multivariate approach does not define
the biological identity of an ancient Aryan population, but
it does indicate that the Indus Valley and Gandhara peoples
shared a number of craniometric, odontometric and discrete
traits that point to a high degree of biological affinity”, thus
completely denying the theory of ‘Aryan invasion’. With
new advances in studies and re-evaluation, no significant
phenotypic differences in the population have been found
and even though the Harappan skeletal assemblages come
from different deposits, they appear to belong to one homogeneous group. As these assemblages come from Harappan
cities, the variation in size and shape can be explained with
migrations and immigrations of different population from
surrounding areas. As these cities had large trade networks
with other parts of the world, it is possible that many merchants or traders may have travelled to these locations.
The so-called invasion is also called into question from
a palaeopathological point of view. A number of studies
considered evidence of trauma in the disarticulated skeletal
remains from Mohenjo-daro. Dales [62,63] noted that the
skeletal collection he studied and that examined by Marshall and Mackey did not represent a single archaeological
time frame. The temporal and cultural contexts of these
remains are uncertain and it may not be sound to consider
them evidence relating to a single tragic episode. Dales [62]
also pointed out that on purely chronological grounds no
definite correlation between the end of Indus civilization
and the “Aryan invasion” can be established. The Harappan
skeletal collection was restudied by Kennedy [64,65] in the
light of the new methodological approaches in the field of
forensic anthropology and palaeopathology. He offered a
very critical judgement of earlier narratives. He stated that
“when present, marks of injury are quite specific in their
appearance, both microscopic and macroscopic analyses
revealing tell-tale features which are not to be confused
with abrasions or other marks of erosional and post-mortem
origin.....To be sure, individuals victimized by trauma may
not bear the marks of their assailant or his weapons on their
skeletal tissue (as with cases of drowning, strangulation,
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poisoning, cardiac arrest due to fright, etc.); but in cases of
genocide (like military engagements, mass executions, ritual sacrifices) where multiple victims are involved it is usual
for some individuals of a group to reveal marks of traumatic stress on their bones and teeth” [64]. Death by an axe
or sword may not be registered on the bone if the wound
is superficial and if only soft tissues are injured. But it is
reasonable to expect actual wound-marks in case of unceremonious slaughter, which are not present in Mohenjo-daro
specimens.
The proposition of a traumatic end of Harappan culture
(Mohenjo-daro in particular) is based essentially on archaeological evidence of the disorderly disposal of the dead
rather than on skeletal evidence of trauma. In this case the
problem of interpreting the disarray of skeletons becomes
more complicated. This haphazard mode of disposal of
the dead might have had some social implications rather
than being solely related to violent events. Anthropology
or archaeology has no conclusive answer to this puzzle at
present. It may be mentioned that some scholars believe
that the Mohenjo-daro individuals exhibit a unique pattern
of regional phenotypic variability with striking differences
that set them apart from skeletal series at other Harappan
sites. It has been claimed that the skeletons in question may
belong to a post-Harappan period and share no direct biological affinity with the population of the mature Harappan
phase [66].
To strengthen the ‘no Aryan Invasion’ hypothesis, data
from human population genetics generated in recent years
show that there is no material evidence for any large scale
migrations into India over the period of 4500 to 800 BCE.
On the basis of the presence of sub lineages of U2 frequencies (U2e and U2i), Basu [67] argue that Aryan speakers
possibly came into India in small bands over a long period
of time, as opposed to in a single wave of migration.
Indian anthropology has been gone through lot of changes since its beginning. With technological advances new
trends are incorporated in analysis on human skeletal remains. Some of the researches are about the documentation
of new pathologies which were not done earlier, and trying
to interpret those using sociological models. The characterisation of palaeo-diets through chemical analysis and the
recording of dental morphological traits are also included
in these analyses. At the same time more and more skeletal
assemblages are being analysed from these scientific perspectives. For the stature estimation for the skeletal remains
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from India, DEXA scan was used. DEXA stands for dual
energy x-ray absorptiometry-a mouthful of a term that
actually tells a lot about this procedure, in which two X-ray
beams are aimed at the bones. It has provided formulas for
the stature estimation using Indian population [68]. One
more attempt is made to estimate body mass and composition from proximal femur dimensions using dual energy
x-ray absorptiometry [69]. The present generation of Indian
physical anthropologists seeks collaborations with social
anthropologists, archaeologists, geneticists, linguists, and
medical professionals in order to further the development
of the subject.
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